Changing lives
one breath at a time
brave is a registered Non Profit Trust, initiated
in April 2004, by survivors of Serious Physical
Trauma, injury and chronic disease. We began
with the writing of the brave Manual for an
Integrated Recovery, the forming a small peer
to peer Recovery Outreach and a steadfast
commitment to teach anyone in need of
healing, irrespective of income, condition or
culture, an essential set of self empowering
skills - how to be brave.
TODAY WE NUMBER OVER 2000 .. STRONG

what brave
offers you...

�

�
�

comprehensive integrated
recovery support on a donation
basis:
ALL brave support, services
and therapy are available to
anyone in Recovery from Serious
Physical Trauma, recent or past,
from early stages in hospital,
rehab, at home or at brave.
brave extends it’s support to
your family, employer 		
and friends when needed
On Joining, in order to safely
and gently enhance your Healing,
Strength & Mobility, whether
you are in one-on–one Sessions,
Support therapy sessions, you
will receive Practical support,
Recovery tips, tools & handson-help that will empower you &
your family to deal with all the
hands-on aspects of Recovery
including:

peer-to-peer Recovery Support &
Trauma Counseling
remedial Recovery Therapy
including Remedial Yoga,
Somatics, Supplementary
Occupational,Aqua & Inversion
Therapy
a Nutritional program specific
to Recovery
postural Alignment Practices &
Somatics
ayurvedic Therapies & Remedial
Massage
deep Relaxation, Yoga Nidra &
Meditation skills that empower
us to address our Trauma, Pain
& Stress
a Recovery Resource Archive &
facebook group, full of research,
information & insights needed to

make informed choices

chronic Pain Management

help in selecting modalities from all medicinal and therapeutic
systems and environments
the opportunity to discuss your experiences, options
and problems with our brave community who have been through
their own personal Recovery process – helping you to take the best
from all worlds and integrated every everything you need, into
your Recovery
access to our brave Integrated Recovery Therapy
Equipment & Products on loan and on a donation
basis, for those who cannot afford to purchase what
they need – when they need it
workshops, talks, retreats, events & Basic Recovery Skills Transfer
courses by our specialised network on all aspects of Recovery for
your family, Carers & brave Volunteers, all in disability friendly
environments
brave Volunteering opportunities and teacher training courses for
those wishing to make Recovery & helping those
in need their way of life

what brave
asks of you...
in return brave asks of you to:
treat all in the brave family in
the manner you will be treated,
respecting the non-racial, multidenominational and cross-cultural
backgrounds & beliefs of all
respect that brave is a non-profit
foundation, those who offer
therapy sessions, do so as a form
of selfless service and at a real
cost to themselves, in all respects
seek professional advice before
practising any of the therapies,
programmes or treatments at
brave if you are injured, have a
chronic illness or are pregnant
commit to a minimum of 6 sessions
of practice – through any interface
endeavour to uphold commitments
whether to arrive on time, or
support a brave on ou rgroup

give reasonable notice i.e. 36 hrs,
should you not be able to keep
a commitment. This applies to
making your session: one-on-one,
group or any other therapy or
making your monthly donation on
someone else’s behalf. Remember,
you are expected to still make
a donation for a session you
miss. This applies to those with
long-term slots taking holidays,
business trips, days away etc.
relinquish your place to someone
on the waiting list, should you miss
3 sessions for personal reasons i.e.
you are not ill or in a real situation
of crisis
apply yourself to your Recovery
Support, whether practising our
CD, your personal practice sheets
for home, a brave meditation or
any other therapy- a minimum
of 3 times per week
inform brave, in strict confidence,
of injuries, illnesses and changes
in your health or circumstances
relevant to Recovery immediately

Follow all manufacturer instructions
for equipment or products we
suggest you use
Disclose to brave all prescribed or
non-prescribed substances you are
using and accept you will use them
only under guidance from YOUR
DOCTOR. Many medicines ARE
addictive, especially those we are
prescribed during Recovery. Many
are contraindicated with natural
and herbal supplements, all must
be used only as instructed by YOUR
DOCTOR
Disclose any herbal remedies,
traditional medicines & natural
supplements. Even essential oils
are medicinal. These too must be
used only under guidance. Many
are not for children or babies,
or have dosages that must be
adjusted, some should not be
taken internally, others externally,
others are contr-indicated with
allopathic medicines, all must
be used only as instructed by
the manufacturer & prescriber,
particularly when pregnant

brave does NOT ADVOCATE NOR
ALLOW the use of ANY illegal
or semi-legal SUBSTANCES
whatsoever, nor the ABUSE OF
PRESCRIBED MEDICATION while
in Recovery. Should you’ve used
substances in the past, have
a problem with any substance
WHATSOEVER you must disclose
this for us to help you
Always consult your brave
Recovery Teachers – we are here
for you, through many interfaces
electronic and in person
Endeavour to listen to your inner
voice, use your best judgement
and your highest degree of care
It’s your body, your instrument.
Keep all Recovery information
confidential as we do with
everything you give us during
your Recovery Journey. with
sensitivity and respec - and
always at YOUR discretion

Ayesha is a poet, yogini
& paraplegic in her
3rd year of recovery

brave guide to
any practice
�wear

loose clean comfortable
clothing with lots of BREATHING
room

� never

do strenuous ‘warm-up’
movements before or after any
kind of session, only practice those
specifically prescribed by your
brave therapist, even when going
to participate in a physical activity

�no

therapy, including yoga, physio
& beathing, should be practised
with food or liquid in your stomach.
This can cause a build-up of toxins,
cause cramps, nausea or vomiting.
So don’t ingest anything for at least
an hour before any activity

� always

take short rests between
your practices to allow pulse, heart
rate & breathing to settle. Take
longer restorative periods between
your between consecutive sessions

� breath
�try

and have a a quick wash, always
try to empty your bladder
and bowel

retention should NEVER
be practised by those with high
blood pressure, heart problems,
on strong medications like pain
killers or when PREGNANT

�check

that your body, hands, feet
are clean, especially if you have a
catheter, open wounds or you’ve
been wearing open shoes. Let’s
be pro-active in preventing cross
infection. be a little early!

�use

the extra time to settle &
prepare yourself, if you don’t need
to do anything else…
it really makes a difference! you will
reap the benefits

�Inversion,

whether on the
Inversion table, with props or
unaided should NEVER be practised
by those with high blood pressure,
heart problems, on strong
medication like pain killers or
women on the first day of menses

� Inversion,

whether on the
Inversion table, with props or
unaided should NEVER be practised

by those with IMMOBILITY ISSUES,
like quad and paraplegics unless
under TRAINED SUPERVISION.
Ask your doctor and brave for
guidelines re Hyper Reflexia

you are doing

� Complex
� At

brave, we practice Integral
Remedial Yoga which has at
it’s centre - Union (Yoga) &
NON-VIOLENCE (Ahimsa) - in
all respects. Most notably with
respect to your body. Therefore,
all therapy/practise should ALWAYS
be in union - mind, body, emotion
and spirit, and therefore should
be COMFORTABLE, STEADY and
SAFE - WITHOUT undue effort,
strain nor any PAIN

and stronger practices,
some asana, for example, shoulder
stands/ headstands/ strong twists
or sequences are NOT
for beginners.

� Traditionally,

Yoga practice should
never be done from a book, video,
image, long distance media. Use
all of these as references – but
only UNDER THE GUIDENCE OF A
TRAINED, EXPERIENCED TEACHER

� Don’t
� So

If you hear your breathing
alter, feel stabbing PAIN,
experience shaking muscles,

attempt what doesn’t
feel COMFORTABLE, STEADY
and SAFE - IT ISN’T YOGA

� Do
� Dizziness,

nausea or the need to
gasp for air – STOP IMMEDIATELY –
irrespective of the kind of activity

not attend any therapy
sessions, offered by brave or
others, without FIRST consulting
your Doctor if you are still in
Recovery, and discussing your
situation with your brave therapist

� If

you experience anything that
is uncomfortable, that you don’t
understand, feel uneasy practising
or if you have any questions always ASK. Knowledge IS power

� In

cold weather, have something
warm to wrap up in, a light as
well as, a pair of warm socks.
In hot weather, always have
your own towel
� Try to have your own mat, shawl
or small sarong/blanket, special
place in your home to practice

� Always

take time to practice
a little breathing (pranayama)

and relaxation/Nidra at the
end of any session. Then
settle for a few minutes,
before returning to daily life

� Be

brave – in Recovery this
means cultivating the attitude of
the spiritual warrior, having the
courage to go within, change what
you can, surrender to what you
can’t... In this Recovery Realm,
pain is surely not gain.

�we

encourage you to share your
experiences with others, it’s
so healing, appreciated and an
integral part of Recovery, when
appropriate and in confidence

�when

others open up to you about
their brave Recovery Experience
please receive
them in the same spirit –
on all our platforms

Be strong.
Be serene. Be brave.
Be patient. Be resolved.
Be heroic.
Enter the Silence
within you.
Behold what you really are
within you.”
-Swami Sivananda

This is Ester. She is a mom,
a breadwinner, paraplegic and
very determined. Here she is
during her weekly one-on-one
session at brave, practising her
daily remedial yoga practice,
during her 2nd year of recovery.
We encourage braves with
immobility issues to use their
daily practice rather than
splints, external therapists or
medication to gently & safely
reduce spasms, scaitica and the
many ill effects of sitting all
day in a wheelchair.
Practising on a suitable mat,
on theearth, encourages your
body in many respects - you are
load bearing as well as building
confidence, enhancing & giving
you freedom!

brave Guidelines
for those in Recovery, teachers
and students...

1. wake Up early morning

It’s good to wake up before the
sun rises, when there are loving
(sattvic) qualities in nature that
bring peace of mind and freshness to
the senses. Sunrise varies according
to the seasons, but on average vata
prone people should get up no later
than 6 am, pitta prone people by
5.30a.m, and kapha prone by 4.30
a.m. Of course Yogis say 90 minutes
before dawn is optimum because
it the Brahma Mahurta – but for
people in everyday life and those on
meds, this may be too difficult - at
first! One rule in this regard – with
no exception – everyone should
be awake and moving BEFORE
7am. A person’s biological clock,
aids digestion, absorption and
assimilation, and generates selfesteem, discipline, peace, happiness,
and longevity –
ESPECIALLY WHEN IN RECOVERY

2. cultivate an
attitude of gratitude
Right after waking, think of three
things you can be grateful for in
your life, look at your hands for
a few moments, then if you can,
gently move them over your face
and chest down to the waist. This
cleans the aura. You can also
visualise this movement
if need be 

3. chant your Mantra,
a Prayer or an affirmation
before leaving the bed
“Divine Light, you are inside of me,
within my very breath, within each
bird, each mighty mountain. Your
sweet touch reaches everything
and I am well protected.
Thank you for this beautiful day
before me. May joy, love, peace
and compassion be part of my
life and all those around me on
this day. I am healing and I am
healed.”

After this, if you are able, touch
the Earth with your right hand,
then touch the same hand to the
forehead, with great love and
respect to our Divine Mother.

4. get out of the right side of
your bed!
Ideally, we are on a right nostril
cycle and so stepping onto the
right foot/right side will be natural
– however if left is dominant its
better to exit left and go with the
flow. If you are being moved or
transferred ask that the correct
side is used first.

5. drink water
Drink a glass of room temperature
water, preferably from a pure
copper cup filled the night before.
This washes the GI track, flushes

the kidneys, and stimulates
peristalsis. It will help you go to
the loo if the urge is not there…
It is not a good idea to have tea
or coffee, before you are on the
move - this drains kidney energy,
stresses the adrenals, causes
constipation, and is habit-forming.
You can take warm Brave Tea
instead of cool water, especially
if you have constipation or
digestive problems.

6. leave the past behind you!
Always try to empty the bladder
and bowel immediately. Sit, or
better squat, on the toilet and
have a bowel movement. Improper
digestion of the previous night’s
meal or lack of sound sleep can
prevent this. However the water,
followed by sitting on the toilet
at a set time each day, helps
to regulate bowel movements.
The brave abdominal breathing
& massage practice will help,
especially with a little warm oil.

If your sleep was disturbed,
alternate nostril breathing may
also help.
After evacuation wash the anal
orifice with warm water, then the
hands with soap. Those who are
on laxatives or are immobile – the
best way to regulate your bowel
back to normality is to go early
morning. Anything in the afternoon
or evening is a bonus – it is highly
toxic to leave faeces and wastes in
the bowel overnight and then into
he next day! Especially if you eat
on top of that.
Warm water or brave Tea
- on waking instead of cool, a
tablespoon of Pysillium seed husk
in a quarter cup of fresh juice will
flush just as ell as a laxative if
you are eating appropriately and
moving!

7. Clean the Face,
Mouth and Eyes
Splash your face with water and
rinse out your mouth. You can use
warm if Vata is high or cool when
Pitta is high – Amma says cool
water re-calibrates the nervous
system & energy in the body.
HOT WATER SHOULD NEVER BE
USED ON THE HEAD. Wash your
eyes with cool water (or one of
the eye washes mentioned below)
and massage the eyelids by gently
rubbing them. Blink your eyes 7
times and rotate your eyes in all
directions. Dry your face with a
clean towel.
Tridoshic eyewash: try triphala
eyewash -¼ tsp. in 1 cup water,
boil for 10 minutes, cool and
strain. Pitta eyewash: use cool
water or rose water from organic
rose petals - most commercial rose
water has chemicals in it that will
sting the eyes. Kapha eyewash: try
diluted cranberry juice, 3-5 drops
in a teaspoon of distilled water.

8. Breathe with
awareness
Whether you prefer to do your
practice first and then bathe or
the other way around – always
spend 10 – 15 minutes observing,
tuning in to – your breath, your
body, your state of being we call
this Pranayama…. Because its
an opportunity to feed yourself
life force before consuming it
with action and thought. Really
important in recovery and the
only way to really tune in to what
has changed overnight in your
condition. Lie or sit quietly and
do some deep breathing practice
as follows: Ujjayi breathing for 5
minutes followed by 5 minutes of
alternate nostril breathing whether
mentally or the full Nadi Shodana
for vata; cooling shitali breaths
(curling up your tongue lengthwise
and breathing through it) or
though the gaps of the teeth –
Sitkari for pitta; Mild bellows or
Agni Sara for kapha.

9. Practice
We must flex our spines, lubricate
our joints and move our body daily
so Regular movement, especially
yoga, improves healing, circulation,
strength, elimination, pain and
endurance. It helps one relax and
have sound sleep, and improves
digestion and our inner fire. The
Yogic rule of thumb for healthy
bodies that whatever daily exercise
you choose, it should be to half
of your physical capacity – this is
until a very slight sweat forms on
the forehead, armpits, and spine.
VATA: prescribed Yoga practice,
walking, dancing, relaxation, yoga
Nidra, swims in summer or heated
pools only, steam baths not sauna
PITTA: prescribed Yoga practice,
swimming at all times, running
or more strenuous exercise in
the early morning only NEVER
AT LUNCH TIME OR AFTER 5PM,
never in heat!
KAPHA: prescribed Yoga practice,
all forms of Vigorous exercise,
LIMIT SWIMMING, steam & wet!

10. Meditate
It is important to meditate morning
and evening for at least 15
minutes. Meditate in the way you
are accustomed, or try Amma’s
“MA & Om” Meditation. Meditation
brings a higher view, a calmer heart
& mind and peace into your life.

11. Bathing
Bathing is cleansing and
refreshing. It removes sweat,
dirt, and fatigue, brings energy to
the body, clarity to the mind, and
holiness to your life. Its always
better for high Vata to bath rather
than shower. If digestion is week or
it’s that cold wet time of year finish
your shower with 5-30 seconds of
cold water its invigorating, Agni
PROMOTING and therefore health
and immune promoting. Even if
you have a daily bed bath you can
use the same principles. With high
vata the areas not being washed
must stay warm and covered at all
times.

Be very careful to use a natural
‘oily’ soap with NO mineral or
cosmetic oil it will increase
dryness. Always have two different
coloured cloths – one for private
parts  and one for the rest, that
way you’ll never confuse your tail
end for your top end so to speak!
Brave soap residues can be left on
the skin and are even beneficial.
A harsh soap or liquid wash WILL
cause itchiness and discomfort.
A Teaspoon of Triphala steeped
in 500mls of boiling water & then
left till warm is a fantastic anti
bacterial wash.

12. Scrape your Tongue
Gently scrape the tongue from
the back forward, until you have
scraped the whole surface for
7-14 strokes. This stimulates the
internal organs, helps digestion,
and removes dead bacteria.
Ideally, vata can use a gold
scraper, pitta a silver one, and
kapha copper. Stainless steel can
be used by all people. If you can’t

get a tongue scraper you can use a
teaspoon turned upside down. Don’t
brush the tongue with a toothbrush
it can damage your taste buds.

13. Clean your Teeth
Try to use a good, reputable
Ayurvedic toothpaste without
camphor – astringent, pungent, and
bitter toothpaste or powder. These
are blended to be a medicinal paste/
ointment for oral health rather than
whitening or disinfecting the mouth
alone and are not sweet! Never
brush teeth very hard or with a hard
brush it causes small lacerations
which often lead to infection, most
gum diseases and tooth decay!
Ayurveda doesn’t advise flossing
for the same reasons. Should you
develop an ulcer or sensitive area, or
even infection the Ayurvedic way is to
rub your Ayurvedic toothpaste, often
bought in a powdered form which
allows you to regulate the potency to
your own individual taste and needs,
onto the gums and affected area and
leave overnight repeating as often as

needed.
The traditional Indian toothbrush
is a neem stick, or MISWAK, which
dislodges fine food particles from
between teeth and makes strong,
healthy gums. Liquorice root sticks
are also used. Roasted almond
shell powder can be used for
vata and kapha, and ground
neem for pitta.

14. Gargling
To help prevent or help cure all
oral problems & strengthen teeth,
gums, and jaw, improve the voice
and remove wrinkles from cheeks,
gargle twice a day with warm
sesame oil. Hold the oil in your
mouth, swish it around vigorously,
then spit it out and gently massage
the gums with a finger. This is
also called ‘oil pulling’. It’s a really
important practice for those who
can’t brush their own teeth and
therefore get into all the little
areas and those who have thrush
from treatments, or can’t brush
regularly etc.

15. Apply Oil to the
Head & massage your Body
(Abhyanga)
Everyone should apply a little oil to
their head, hands and feet. Gentle,
daily oil massage of the scalp can
bring happiness, as well as prevent
headache, baldness, premature
greying, and receding hairline.
Always follow guidelines that are
appropriate to your constitution &
condition for oils. For your body,
ideally you can follow the brave
ABHYANGA. If that isn’t possible
always begin with the head &
face, then use smooth gentle
continuous strokes from the feet
to the abdomen and fingers to the
shoulders. It’s always safest to
use strokes that go ‘towards the
heart’. Oiling your head, hands and
feet or whole body before bedtime,
will help induce sound sleep and
keep the skin soft. Its particularly
effective for babies & children too
 For vata use the brave Vata

blend, and/or warm sesame oil
or grapeseed with vata pacifying
tastes and smells. For pitta use
Brave Pitta blend, warm sunflower,
coconut oil or grapeseed with pitta
pacifying tastes and smells. For
kapha use dry pea or lentil flower
/talc with Kapha pacifying spices
and/or brave Kapha pacifying
blend, warm sunflower or diluted
mustard oil.

16. Nasal Drops (Nasya)
Putting 3 to 5 drops of warm
ghee or oil into each nostril in
the morning helps to lubricate
the nose, clean the sinuses, and
improve voice, vision, and mental
clarity. Our nose is the door to the
brain, so nose drops nourish prana
and bring intelligence.
FOR VATA: sesame oil, ghee, or
vacha (calamus) oil.
FOR PITTA: brahmi ghee,
sunflower or coconut oil.
FOR KAPHA: vacha
(calamus root) oil.

18. Chewing

17. Oil Drops in the Ears
(Karana purana)
Conditions such as TINITUS ringing
in the ears, excess ear wax, poor
hearing, lockjaw, and ‘popping/
blocked’ ears, are all due to vata
i.e. excess dryness in the ears.
Putting 5 drops of warm sesame
oil in each ear can help these
disorders. If infection is present to
the discharge is pus or green you
can use peroxide diluted in boiled
water 5 drops in 12mls. Once the
mixture is ready apply the drops
and leave for 10 minutes – don’t be
alarmed if it gurgles or bubbles then
follow with anti bacterial drops.

Chewing a handful of sesame seeds
helps receding gums and strengthens
teeth. Alternatively, chew 3 - 5 dried
dates and an inch of dried coconut
meat. Chewing in the morning
stimulates the liver and the stomach
and improves digestive fire. After
chewing, brush the teeth again.

19. Dressing
Choose your own clothes no matter
how immobile you are, they are
a reflection of you! Choose your
colours intuitively & never for
practical purposes only – when we
are feeling insecure, ungrounded,
spaced out an earthy tone can
work wonders, when we are heavy,
depressed and lethargy light
colours will lift and brighten our day
etc Wearing clean clothes brings
confidence, serenity and virtue.

20. Use of Perfumes
Using natural scents, essential
oils, or perfumes brings freshness,
charm, and joy. It gives vitality
to the body and improves selfesteem. Be aware though that in
the early days of Recovery OUR
SENSES ARE OFTEN HEIGHTENED
so all smells will be amplified
and can even cause headache or
nausea. For vata the best scent
to use is amber, ylang ylang and
sweet mellow scents. For pitta try
using rose, geranium, sandalwood,
or jasmine. For kapha use either
lemon, thyme, eucalyptus & cedars.

21. Now it is time for
your breakfast!
Your meal should WARM,
substantial & creamy in the cool
wet months or if your Agni is low,
and be light & fresh in the hot
months. Use the Brave Digestive
list if you are unsure. When in

Recovery, eating predominantly
raw food is not advisable. It’s very
difficult to digest - also, at brave,
we observe the ancient “nothing
raw after 4” rule

22. Make each
day complete
Give yourself the gift of watching a
sunrise and, or, sunset each day!

23. Share your JOURNEY
Resolve to do ONE thing for
someone else daily - even when
bed ridden, immobile or infirm we
can give a smile, encouragement
and appreciation.

Aum Namah
Sivaya

Michelle is a paraplegic Super
Mom, Super ‘Suit’, advocate of
disability rights, compassionate &
giving in all respects.
She is really an example of well
BE ing, vitality & strength for
any woman but especially those
who are brave.
Here, she is in her 5th year
of Recovery

brave in Nyanga informal Settlement:
we have been actively engaged at both the
Masincedane Clinic & Sanco Community Hall, in
the sriously impoverished and under resourced
community of Nanga, Cape Town since 2007. We
provide free Recovery & Rehabilitation therapy to
between 40-70 patients weekly in groups, as well
as, giving sessions on a one-on-one basis to those
with TB of the bone, hips and spine., We also serve
those in Recovery from serious physical trauma
with immobility and disability. Adverse weather
conditions, poverty and crime create a particularly
challenging environment for both therapists and our
patients, who are weak, infirm, often malnourished,
live in temporary shacks and have compromised
immunity. Our goal is to build a brave haven for
Recovery & well being.
Please join us by making a donation!

brave trust
First National Bank South Africa
branch code
: 201511
account number
: 62243979715
Swift number
: FIRNZAJJ
or you can donate via our brave website

please use your name or that of the brave
warrior you are donating to,
as the reference for your donation deposit

a donation
based model
BRAVE RECEIVES NO EXTERNAL,
FORMAL OR CORPORATE FUNDING.
We offer all services, therapies
& sessions on a DONATION basis.
This does not mean we should expect
those offering sessions or therapies
to do so for free, or for BELOW what
YOU would expect to earn yourselves,
or for less than what we would be
prepared to pay OTHERS who offer
the same or similar services.
It simply means there is NO FIXED
FEE, giving us all the opportunity to
give from our hearts – no matter how
big or small our wallet may be.
The reason for this is, not because
we, at brave, who offer our services
are in a better position financially
than you are, because we are less
competent than those who charge
handsomely nor because we can
afford to do so for less or for free…
It’s so that we, the brave family,

can ‘top up’ our donation pool and
help those who genuinely CANNOT
AFFORD TO PAY FOR HEALING – and,
dear brave, during some stage of
Recovery, that will probably be you –
no matter how well off we may be,
Serious Physical Trauma is a very,
very expensive business. Because no
matter how good your Medical scheme,
insurances, compensations, claims….
You will exhaust these allowances
during your treatment – usually a lot
quicker than you can imagine.
Most schemes will not cover the
years of therapy we need, and many
will not allow us the choice of many
modalities and practitioners. This is
why we choose to fulfil annually, the
strict and costly requirements of
a registered NPO, so that you
can claim all your donations back
with your annual Tax Returns –
indefinitely. Many at brave require
support for a minimum of 2 years
and often up to 7 years.
But often, even this is not enough,
in the immediate…

So we choose to subsidise All
support, therapy, consultations,
equipment, products and courses
at brave and to keep our requested
donations at far below market rates –
for everyone.

Now think of those we began this
Recovery Journey disadvantaged,
the unemployed, those who are
pensioners, on social grants, on
disability grants, who live informal
settlements, are single mothers ….

But for many, even these small,
reduced amounts are out of reach…
because Road Accident Funds, Legal
battles, Social Grants and payouts
take a long time, usually many
years - during which most of us need
to eat, pay loans, existing debts,
car repayments, school fees, living
expenses let alone needing the extra
medications, supplements, devices
that make the difference between
you being immobile and being able to
begin your Life!

Your donations, MADE BY THOSE
WHO CAN AFFORD TO PAY are often
their only hope, their light at the
end of a very long, dark tunnel.

All this before we want to take
advantage of ‘that new ground
breaking treatment’, that special
wheelchair, that incredible
reconstructive procedure.

Your donations, MADE BY THOSE
WHO CAN AFFORD TO PAY help us
offer our literature, bed bath soaps,
Recovery oils and therapies in
rehabs, hospitals and recovery
centres to others who, LIKE YOU,
who really need them! So we trust
that those who join us here WILL
make their donations from the
heart, gladly, responsibly and
knowing you are helping someone
heal… today.

Abhyanga – Ayurvedic Massage
Better deeper sleep at night
Softer, smoother skin

Calmed nerves

Increase mental alertness

Increased circulations
Toning of the muscles

Lubrication of joints

Elimination of toxins

At brave we use Abyanga a lot because
eof its therapeutic value when anxiety,
stress, trauma and all high Vata
conditions are prevalent – a common
situation in this day and age and
especially for those in Trauma, shock
and Recovery – many of those at brave
are dealing with these daily, as are
most in our busy city lives.
So what is it? In Sanskrit Abhy
means To Rub and Anga means Limb.

Abhyanga is considered the classical
Ayurvedic massage. It is said that the
effects of Abhyanga is similar to that of
being saturated with love. A feeling of
deep stability and warmth.
In the Caraka Samhita, a major
Ayurvedic text, Ayurvedic massage is
said to be like a pot smeared in oil.
If the body is properly oiled with daily
Abhyanga, impurities cannot penetrate
and disease cannot ensue.

Benefits of Abhyanga
 Calms the nervous system
 Strengthens bones, lungs and
intestines
 Regulates digestive system
 Increases the bodily heat
 Increases the flow of oxygen
 Improves circulation
 Promotes strength
 Increases flexibility
 Improves concentration, intelligence,
youthfulness
 Brings about deep relaxation
 Helps with insomnia, promoting
deep peaceful sleep
 Nourishes the body
 Lubricates the joints
 Relieves constipation
 Manipulate & correct dosha
disorders (pacifying vata & pitta,

stimulating kapha dosha)
 Relieves swollen tissue
 Promotes tissue and organ
regeneration
 Stimulates skin, muscles, veins,
arteries
 Helps eliminate impurities
 Moves lymph aiding in detoxification
 Increases stamina
 Softens and smoothes the skin.
Reducing and improving wrinkles.
 Makes hair grow promoting
thickness, shine and softness.
Abhyanga restores & replenishes.
It should be practiced according to
one’s constitution, condition and
when Dosha/accumulations are
present.

VATA: Abhyanga should be done as
a daily practice for high vata and vata
deranged conditions such as shock and
trauma. And preventatively, once a week
to help maintain a healthy vata state.
The oils recommended are warming oils,
or brave VATA oil, sesame and almond
are generally good, if in doubt always
use Grape seed oil since it is neutral i.e.
it will not aggrevate & is non-allergenic
PITTA: Abhyanga is recommended
twice a month using cooling oil for
example, coconut oil and or brave
Pitta oil. Ghee can also be used.
Again, if in doubt always use Grape
seed since it is neutral and nonallergenic
KAPHA: Dry Abhyanga is
recommended, the nature of Kapha is
naturally moist and using oil can create
excess moisture. So a good exfoliating
scrubber, a brave bathbag with hot
herbs, brave kapha oil, Chickpea or
legume powder can be used. Practicing
Abhyanga once a month after dry
brushing, can also be preventative,

and will help with the elimination
process as well as be stimulating
and uplifting for Kapha doshas.

Treating yourself to
Abhyanga using oil
Use an oil best suited to your
consititution or which dosha is
accumulating. Again, when in doubt
Grape seed oil is safest. All oil should
be warm before applying to your body.
The best way to do this is to heat
the oil by placing a small amount of
oil, in Abhyanga we use around 5-7
tablespoons for the entire massage,
over a mug of very hot water, in a
suitable container. Ideally this could
be a little glass or ceramic dish so as
notto impart otehr substances into the
oil. Stainless steel is also ok.

Basic brave Abyhanga
Hands
Always support your joints by resting
your hand & arm along the length
of a pillow, protecting them from
any strain & allowing your muscles
to relax. Ensure your arm is a little
away from your body. If you’re giving
the massage, sit to the side of your
partner. Apply a coin-sized amount
of oil to your hands, rubbing until it’s
warm. Begin to make a long, smooth
sweeps, applying oil from the fingers,
moving upwards to the elbow. If you
are giving the massage, as your first
hand comes off the arm, your other
hand starts at the fingers, again
sweeping upward toward the elbow
joint. The first arm then ‘crosses’
the second just before it reaches the
elbow. Now continue, allowing yourself
to change hands without stopping
the movement. At brave we always
massage up towards the heart, never
the reverse, because of wounds -avoid
direct contact with these by sweeping
past the area. The gentle upward
stroke will still be beneficial.

You can make circles with the pads
of your fingers around the periphery
of the wound or abrasion.
Next, use the flat of your palm to
move clockwise around the wrist &
elbow joint Now rest the palm facing
upward, if giving the massage your
partner’s palm should be turned
down, resting on your own hand.
Use small brushing strokes with
the flat of your thumb along your flat
bones of teh fingers & making circles
clockwise around the joints of the
hand. if giving the massage continue
in the same way as we began, one
thumb relieving the next, work your
way upward from tips of the fingers
to the wrist.
Next, gently squeeze between the
joints of the fingers with your thumb
& first finger applying a consistent
pressure. Now take the finger
between your thumb & forefinger
supporting it’s whole length as you
rotate it in the joint clockwise. Finish
with a slight pull of the fingers to
stretch them, finishing with the thumb.

Feet
Always support the knee & ankle
by resting your leg along the whole
length of a pillow, protecting from
any strain & allowing your muscles
to relax. If possible, have your leg
in line with your hip bone. Add more
support if needed under wrists &
elbows by using a rolled towel.
If you’re giving the massage, sit to
the side of your partner.
Apply a coin -sized amount of oil to
your hands, rubbing until it’s warm.
Starting with the right foot (or when
giving sitting facing toward the
person) spread the oil onto the foot.
Begin to rub smoothly from the back
of the heel to toes, then move over
toes toward the ankle.
Continue rubbing in this direction
until the oil has been absorbed. If
there are wounds or abrasions, avoid
direct contact by sweeping past
the area, the gentle upward stroke
willstill be beneficial. Make circles
with the pads of your fingers around
the periphery of the wound.

Use the flat of your palm moving
clockwise around the ankle joint.
Using your left hand, wrap your
fingers around the heel to support
it. With your right hand, apply firm
pressure below the base of the big
toe, holding from the inside of the
foot.
Now rotate the whole foot in a full
360 Degree circles using the hand
holding the heel as a pivot point.
Rotate smoothly & equally in both
directions, clockwise first. If giving
the massage, turn to face the front of
the foot.
Begin by using small brushing strokes
with the flat of your thumb along all
flat bones & making circles clockwise
around the joints. Continue in the
same way as when massaging hands
i.e. one thumb relieving the next.
Work your way upward to the heart
from the tips of the toes to the ankle.
Gently squeeze between the joints
of toes with your thumb & first finger
applying a consistent pressure.

Starting with the big toe gently “milk”
using steady soft upward strokes,
giving a gentle upward pull. Rotate
each toe slowly & equally making
circles in both directions, always
clockwise first . Try not to tickle its not
enjoyable when fragile! :)
Lastly, support the heel in your hands,
use your thumbs to apply pressure in
circular motions over the entire sole
of the foot. Rest the elevated foot for
a few minutes, the heel in your palm,
supporting its entire weight in your
fingers cupping firmly, if you’re giving
the massage.
 Always store in a cool dark place
to prevent evaporation.
 DO NOT USE aromatherapy oils
on open wounds or when pregnant,
 DO NOT INGEST - they are for
external use only.
 Always check with your therapist
if on medication & keep out
of reach of children.
 Use the appropriate product for
your specific stage of Recovery
or to relieve particular symptoms
you are experiencing.

 Refer to labels & use oils that are
appealing most to
your sense of smell- TODAY.
 While still fragile & tender, we begin
by applying ‘touch tehrapies’ with
real care & gentleness, really just
brushing the surface of the skin with
only the very tips of your fingers rather than firmness or pressing.
You can then, slowly & gently, begin
to increase the weight of your
touch incrementally – until some
relief is experienced.
Beneficial effects of Touch
Therapies are not reduced because
pressure is not applied strongly,
in fact, the lightest of Touch is
as effective in closing The Pain
Gate, reducing pain & inflammation,
& enhancing our natural eliminatory
& healing process.

Our brave oils are made specially by
the brave for the brave.
hey are 100% natural, as organic as
possible, hand blended, additive and
bio- identical free we recycle our bottles too :)

The brave CD is a powerful HEALING
TOOL also made by the brave for the
brave, whose sole purpose as a nonprofit Trust is to support & enable
those inRecovery from Physical
Trauma & Chronic illness - on a
donation basis. In this quest over
1000 brave CD’s have been donated.
Our gentle, GUIDED BREATHING,
AWARENESS, DEEP RELAXATION &
YOGA NIDRA practices are designed to
be suitable for use in ICU, hospital
or Rehab environment, at home, while
travelling or even when back at work.
They’re as beneficial for those who
are wheelchair bound, incapacitated
or with limited mobility, as for those
who are up & about. Practise this CD
while lying down or sitting, in
sequence or by choosing an individual
track. Ideally, use it daily as the
cornerstone of your Recovery Regime
- between other physical therapies
or treatments, to CALM & reduce
TRAUMA for natural PAIN RELIEF, as
a SLEEP AID or to allieviate STRESS
after depleting day.

Our practices are as beneficial for
the newly injured, when undergoing
surgery or other invasive proceedures,
during chemotherapy, as they are for
past trauma & conditions that still
cause you chronic pain. You’ll have to
get it back from friends who’ll find it
equally restoring! It’s our hope that
our CD will empower YOU to take
control of your Recovery, enable YOU
to explore your new body safely, teach
YOU to enhance your HEALING to
better MANAGE YOUR PAIN & live in
WELL BEING - naturally - just as it has
done for over 2000 of us at brave.
Gratitude to POPS MOHAMMED
for HIS beautiful ‘African Heartbeat’
composed specially for your healing,
Alex @African Cream Records, Glenn
Spekta, Alex Bozaz & Gregg for
production, Jorge Arrigone @
AudioAlchemy for his sublime
engineering, Debs for her deep
blue sea. Amrita Press for the beautifl
printing of this brave booklet & CD
holder.
- ALL DONATED WITH LOVE

This booklet is not intended
as a substitute for the advice
and treatment by doctors and/or
health care professionals from
all disciplines.It is designed to
compliment and enhance a Health
Care Regime. If you are injured,
have an illness and/or are pregnant,
you must seek professional treatment
and advice from registered, reputable
health care provider before practising
any of the techniques, practises
or treatments herein. the brave
trust cannot accept any responsibility
for any injury, or loss arising from
the content described herein.

Natural products including supplements,
flowers, herbs, mineral salts and
essential oils are also medicines.
Therefore any remedy should only be
ingested under guidance or supervision,
should not be used for longer than
6 weeks without a break and should
never be used on babies or children,
internally or externally, undiluted and
unless prescribed. All essential oil
concentrates must be diluted in liquid
or an base oil before use.
Always get informed, use your best
judgement and highest degree of
care, then listen to your inner voice.

Your body is your temple
and instrument.
Be brave enough to ask for help

“Become brave like
lions, but with hearts
as soft as butter.”
~ Amma

We humbly offer this at the feet of
Swami Pragyamurti Saraswati &
Sri Mata Amritanandamayi Devi,
our Mother,
‘Amma the ‘Hugging Saint’

brave recovery warriors

www.beingbrave.org
http://beingbrave.wixsite.com/brave

